
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM

Land Paddling™ - The New
Physical Education Trend



LAND PADDLING
• Strengthen Core
• Upper Body Workout
• Aerobic Conditioning
• Balance Training

•   Easy to Teach
•   Builds Confidence
•   Easy to Learn
•   Safe
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Introduction
     Land Paddling is an exciting, fun, and inclusive physical activity.   Physical Education

instructors now have a new tool to help students strengthen their core, build lean muscle, learn
balance, and gain confidence.  Whether the students are male, female, coordinated, uncoordinated,
brave, timid, or suffer from mild physical challenges, Land Paddling is proving to be a physical
activity that most students are drawn to.  Some students warm up more slowly to the idea, however,
they are the ones you can’t get off the product once they are trained.  Longboards are much more
stable than short skateboards because of the long wheel base and wider footprint.  Using the
Kahuna Big Stick ™ allows students and instructors, which would otherwise be hesitant to ride a
board, feel much more comfortable and confident.  You’ll be surprised how easy it is to use.  We
have met instructors who have had phobias of riding boards who are now the biggest proponents.
We advise you to review the curriculum and definitely review the instructional videos and
testimonies to better understand the possibilities.  All the school needs is a gym, playground, or
designated parking lot to make this work.  Students, parents, teachers, and administrators are
becoming delighted with the program.  We look forward to working with you to make Land Paddling
a part of your physical education program.



Step 1 - Introduction

Ideally show the students the introduction DVD to introduce the concept.  It
goes through an overview of the program, introduces the fundamentals, and
generates excitement.



Step 2 - Proper Safety Equipment

-  Helmet
- Elbow pads
- Knee pads
- Shoes
(recommended)



Step 3 - Determine Riding Style

It helps the student to determine which foot to put forward.  Have the student
stand comfortably on the ground, and gently push the student forward.
Generally which ever foot takes the first step is the foot to put forward.
-Left foot forward is called “regular foot.”
-Right foot forward is called “goofy foot.”



Step 4 - Getting On the Board

Getting on the board is easy.  Have the student stand next to the board with
the Big Stick placed on the opposite side of the board for support.  While
holding on to the Big Stick, the student steps on to the board.  The Big Stick is
great to help the student with balance and support.



Step 5 – Sizing the Land Paddle

Show how to select the correct land paddle size:  have the rider stand on the
board and make sure the stick comes between their chin and forehead.



Step 6 - Getting Off the Board

It is best to give the student confidence of how to get off the board.  Use the
Big Stick to maintain balance by holding the Big Stick in front of the person.  The
student simply steps off behind the board, one foot at a time.  Teach the
students not to jump off the board while in motion to maintain safety.



Step 7 - Proper Stance

The student needs to feel comfortable with the correct stance.  Have the
student stand with their feet shoulder width apart, and place their front foot just
behind the front wheels.  Each student will have a slightly different stance
depending on comfort.  If the student stands too far towards the tail, he/she
will lose control.



Step 8 - Holding the Big Stick

Have the student hold the T-Grip with the hand that is on the same side of the
body as the front foot.  Proper technique is to place the hand on top of the T-
Grip with the fingers faced away from the body.  The elbows are slightly bent (it
is improper to bend the elbows too much or keep completely straight.)



Step 9 - Front-side Paddle

The student is now ready to learn to paddle.  Remind the students to be careful
not to have the Big Stick collide with the longboard wheels.  A proper paddling
technique consists of a “pull” transitioning into a “push”.  Have the student
reach out in front of them and “pull” against the ground to generate forward
momentum and help them understand the transition to a “push” to continue
the momentum.



Step 10 – Braking Technique

The Big Stick allows the student to control speed.  Simply have the student learn
to apply force to the Big Stick and drag behind them to slow.  Once they are
at a complete stop, the student may dismount.



Step 11 - Toe-side Turn

A toe-side turn is turning the direction of where the toes are pointing.  It is the
simplest turn because the student can see where they are going and is very
natural.  The longboard turns by leaning one way or the other (applying
pressure towards the toes or heels on the board.)  While moving, have the
student lean toward their toes and get the feel of turning.



Step 12 - Heel-side Turn

A heel-side turn is turning the direction of where the heels are pointing.  It is a
bit more difficult of a turn, but easy to learn.  The student needs to lean toward
the heel and turn their head to see where they are going. Once the student
picks up the heel-side turn, it will be very natural.  Then they can learn to turn
either left or right.



Step 13 - Back-side Paddle

The student is now ready to learn to back-side paddle.  Again, remind the students to be
careful not to have the Big Stick collide with the longboard wheels.  A back-side paddle is
paddling on the other side of the board: on the back side.  Have the student change hands
on the paddle (the hand on the side of the back foot should be on top, holding the T-Grip.)
The student should rotate their shoulders to get more comfortable.  Then, they may learn to
go through the mechanics of paddling.  It is important to have the student switch hands
upon transition from front-side to back-side paddling and visa versa.



Skills Check

Prior to the student riding independently, have the student pass a Skills Check
conducted by the instructor.



Skills Check Worksheet
 Understands the safety equipment requirements (helmets, knee, elbow

pads)
 Understands rules of the road (stay in control, keep safe distance

between others, courtesy towards others, have fun)
 Demonstrates getting on and off the longboard properly
 Demonstrates proper stance
 Demonstrates how to properly hold the Big Stick Land Paddle
 Demonstrates proper slowing down technique
 Demonstrates a proper front-side paddle stroke
 Demonstrates a proper back-side paddle stroke
 Demonstrates a proper toe-side turn
 Demonstrates a proper heel-side turn
 Demonstrates the ability to smoothly transition to a back-side paddle and

vice versa



Disclaimer
     Riding on anything with wheels has the potential for personal injury and even death.

Although utilizing the Kahuna Big Stick Land Paddle offers more stability and control, inherent
risks remain. While standing on the longboard, students can lean back, and the longboard can roll
out from under them, leaving them the risk of landing on their rear end, back, or even head. Falling
hard on pavement can easily break bones, cause abrasions, cause disfigurements, cause head
injuries, and even cause death.  Also, a rider may go out of control for any number of known or
unknown reasons, resulting in forceful collisions with other persons or property.  Special safety
training is a vital component of any physical education program.  Organizations and individual
riders are solely responsible for teaching and learning all the safety lessons for proper riding; these
same organizations and individuals accept full and complete responsibility for any and all damages
and/or injuries, which involve the Kahuna Creations longboards and/or Big Sticks in any way.
These organizations and individuals fully release Kahuna Creations, Inc. any of its shareholders,
officers, employees, agents, contractors, or associates from any and all Claims, including but not
limited to any Claims for damages, losses, expenses, or pain and suffering that any organization or
individual may suffer due to interaction in any way with Kahuna Creations products.  Thereby,
these organizations and individuals completely hold Kahuna Creations Inc. harmless for any injury
to person or property due to the use or misuse of Kahuna Creations Inc. products.



US National Standard 1: Demonstrates competency in motor skills
and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical

activities

Land Paddling simulates Stand Up Paddle Surfing utilizing a longboard skateboard and a
Land Paddle.  The student must lean toe side and heel side to successfully maneuver the
skateboard.  Balance and coordination is a major factor in success due to the overall body
movements required to maneuver the skateboard.  The student must learn to shift the body’s
center of gravity to compensate for sharp turns and navigation around obstacles.

Repetitive practice through an obstacle course can greatly enhance the student’s ability to
react to road obstructions or pre-set slalom-type challenges.  Through this practice, the student
will improve riding proficiency preparing them for fitness-based endurance rides on appropriate
paths or sidewalks.

Skills necessary for success are a combination of agility, balance, coordination, reaction
time, and power.  By successful coordination of these skills, the student will have smooth paddling
techniques and be able to transition from various surfaces and obstacles.



US National Standard 2: Demonstrates understanding of movement
concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply the

learning and performance of physical activities

Students engaging in the Land Paddling activity will need to understand its basic
operational skills.  Students will need basic understanding of the pull-to-push transition of
proper stroke technique.  The application of concepts such as reaction time, coordination,
and power will determine the success of the student’s ability to ride on various surfaces,
navigate through obstacles, and have smooth transitions from front-side or back-side stroke
transitions.

The student will also need to understand avoidance strategies and stopping
technique.  Successful avoidance strategies and stopping technique can be addressed
through careful adherence to the riding checklist and accompanying lessons in this guide.

Once general Land Paddling skills are acquired, students may increase the intensity
of the workout by paddling up slight inclines.  Paddling uphill will require the student to put
more force into each paddle, maximizing the pull-to-push transition.  Principles of specificity
and overload can be demonstrated through Land Paddling.  Various intensity levels of Land
Paddling can be acquired through an assortment of hill inclines and patterns. Land Paddling
can be an alternative workout for core, lower, and upper body strength and endurance
goals.



US National Standard 3: Participates regularly in physical activity

Land Paddling provides students a non-traditional way of staying physically active.
Due to the popularity of Stand Up Paddle Surfing (SUP) many students are excited to
engage in Land Paddling.  Students gravitate to the activity due to its fun and simultaneous
full-body workout.  Land Paddling is an exciting option for students to engage in an active
lifestyle activity.  With proper training Land Paddling provides a fun and social fitness activity
that can be performed by persons or groups of all ages.



US National Standard 4: Achieves and maintains a health-enhancing
level of physical fitness

Land Paddling may help the student achieve health-related fitness such as muscular
strength and endurance and cardiorespiratory endurance.  Land Paddling’s unique stroke
pattern coupled with the mandatory balance technique allows the student to have a full-body
workout. Through this workout the student can set, reach, and maintain adequate fitness
measures, which in turn may help with physical performance and injury prevention.



US National Standard 5: Exhibits responsible personal and social
behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings

Land Paddling is a contemporary way of improving one’s fitness measures,
maintaining an active lifestyle, and socializing through exercise.  There is a recommended
strategy for optimum Land Paddling technique through a progressive checklist. Once these
basic strategies are acquired, students are able to ride together regardless of individual skill
level or expertise.  Students learn to adhere to set Land Paddling guidelines yet are able to
maintain a fun and engaging workout together.  Land Paddling also teaches the students
boundaries and spatial awareness as they need to be aware of their personal Land Paddle
and other Land Paddlers around them. Students must also be aware of course hazards and
other traffic within the riding course.  Students also learn responsibility for their personal
wellbeing by using the recommended safety gear and abiding by course or park rules.



US National Standard 6: Values physical activity for health,
enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction

Students can Land Paddle by themselves or with a group of peers. Paddlers are
taught proper riding etiquette for a safe and enjoyable workout experience. Land Paddling
may be enjoyed by a group of friends as they work out out together in a social setting.
Students are able to socialize while working on personal fitness goals as they Land Paddle.
Students are able to be creative by adding flair to their riding style. Manipulation of the
paddle as they carve can add a sense of individuality to each student’s riding style.  Fancy
and more aggressive maneuvers like “tube ride” or “backside lean”  may add an element of
freeform to each student’s self-expression while Land Paddling. Students may create and
teach each other newly acquired skills, which add to that “special something” unique to each
Land Paddler.


